HARRINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PARENT PROJECT NO. 8220

RECORD DOCUMENTS
WARNING: THESE RECORD DOCUMENTS HAVE BEEN PREPARED BASE ON INFORMATION PROVIDED BY OTHERS. NO STORM DRAINAGE AS-BUILT CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED BY OTHERS FOR THE PREPARATION OF THESE RECORD DOCUMENTS AND THEREFORE THE INFORMATION PROVIDED MAY DIFFER FROM ACTUAL CONSTRUCTED CONDITIONS. THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT AND THEIR CONSULTANTS HAVE NOT VERIFIED THE ACCURACY AND/OR COMPLETENESS OF THIS INFORMATION AND SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS THAT MAY BE INCORPORATED AS A RESULT OF ERRONEOUS AND/OR MISSING INFORMATION PROVIDED BY OTHERS.
The original Plans and Drawings have been revised to conform to Construction Records. Revision Date: Aug 31, 2010

 by ROC Checked by MBD

These Plans Have Been Revised to Conform to Construction Records. Revision Date: Aug 31, 2010

by ROC Checked by MBD

NOTE:

1. CONTRACTOR SHALL ENSURE MANUALLY ADDED PROTECTION IS INSTALLED ON EXISTING FENCES AND HOLES ALREADY EXISTING IN THE CONSTRUCTION AREA. CONSTRUCTION ZONES MAY NOT BE ALTERED TO CONFORM TO CONSTRUCTION ZONES ALTERED BY THE CONTRACTOR.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL LOCATE AND PROTECT ANY EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS AND MASTERS IN THE CONSTRUCTION AREA. CONTRACTOR SHALL ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM DRESSING MATERIALS.

3. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

6. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

7. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

8. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

9. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

10. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

11. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

12. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

13. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

14. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

15. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

16. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

17. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

18. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

19. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

20. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

21. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

22. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

23. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

24. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

25. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

26. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

27. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

28. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

29. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

30. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

31. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

32. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

33. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

34. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.

35. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL A PROPOSED FINISHED GRADE DRUM or EQUIVALENT TO DETECT EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS ARE TO BE PLANNED TO ENSURE ALL EXISTING DRAINAGE MASTERS ARE PROTECTED FROM EXCESS DRESSING MATERIALS.
SITE ACCESS

1. See Plan View for general location of staging area. Contractor may modify location and size of loading operations.

2. Stabilized staging area shall consist of a minimum of 3" of granular material (gravel).

3. If required by the local jurisdiction, site access roads shall be stabilized in the same manner as the stabilized staging area with approval from local jurisdiction.

4. Staging area shall be stabilized prior to any other operations on the site.

5. The stabilized staging area shall consist of a minimum of 3" of granular material (gravel).

Any accumulated dirt or mud shall be removed from the surface of the stabilized staging area.

4. Area inlet protection continued

NOTE: Erosion control measures provided to District by the City of Englewood, Colorado.

SECTION 6

1. Use main filter for location of concrete washout areas.

4. See joint detail. Use main filter for location of concrete washout areas.

8. When the concrete washout area is removed, close the drainage area with the same size permanent material used for the original material.

NOTE: Drainage Criteria Manual (V.3)
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NOTE: Erosion control measures provided to District by the City of Englewood, Colorado.
Inlet Protection

-Curb Sock

File: CS.dwg

Urban Drainage and Drainage Criteria Manual (V.3)

Flood Control District
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**PLANET MARKER**
Full Scale

**PLANET SYMBOLS**
Full Scale

**CONCRETE BAND @ CHAIN LINK FENCE**
3/4"=1'-0"

**PLAY PIT CURB WALL**
1/2"=1'-0"

**PAINT COLOR LEGEND**

**SKATEBOARD DETERRENT GROOVES**

---

**COLORS**

- A: MODE GREEN
- B: MIDNIGHT BLUE
- C: DARK GREEN
- D: DEEP MAROON
- E: BLACK
- F: MIDNIGHT BLUE
- G: DUSK GREEN
- H: MIDNIGHT BLUE

**NOTES**

1.取消所有尺寸和比例的测量
2.确保链式围栏的安全
3.混凝土带按照图纸所示
4.确保所有标记和符号的准确性
5.颜色应按照颜色列表

---
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